
3. Membership 

 

On December 31, 2020, the following clubs belonged to the Jagdgebrauchshundverband e.V.: 

 

 120 Jagdgebrauchshundvereine (JGVs) 

 129 Breed Clubs and Associations for continental pointing dogs 

   25 Special Breed Clubs 

   42 Kreisgruppen or Kreisjägerschaften of the LJV (regional hunting groups) 

   16 Landesjagdverbände (LJV / State Hunting Associations) 

     2 Associated clubs abroad 

 

 334 Clubs and Associations 

 

In 10 German federal states and in the USA, the member clubs of the JGHV have joined  

together to form " Jagdkynologische Landesvereinigungen" based on the bylaws of the JGHV.  

 

In addition to the 334 member clubs with the addresses of the Board of Directors, clubs that 

have left in the past are also registered in the directory of clubs, as well as the addresses of the 

"Jagdkynologische Landesvereinigungen" in the JGHV. 

 

4. Judge's list 

As of April 12, 2021, a total of 6548 records are electronically recorded in the current JGHV list 

of judges. This file also contains the appraisers (Wertgutacher) recommended by the JGHV. 

These include: 

 5481 Verbandsrichter / Association Judges (not inactive) 

 1368 Verbandsrichter "Sw" - (not inactive) 

   709 Richteranwärter / Judge Apprentices 

   122 Richteranwärter „Sw“ / Judge Apprentices "Sw"  

   393 Inactive Association Judges 

     63 Inactive Association Judges "Sw". 

 

Registered in the individual specialist groups: 

Field 1 Field 2 Track Forest Retrieve Water Earth Blood Tr. 

4337 60 5640 5695 5243 5061 806 161 

 

5. Honorary Awards of the JGHV 

On the basis of the "Ehrengabenordnung / Regulations on Awards", 2037 individuals and 165 

clubs have received honorary awards from the Jagdgebrauchshundverband. 
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The following were awarded in 2020: 
Breeders 

Trainers/ 
Handlers 

Blood tracking dog 
handlers 

Plaques 12 2 - 
Honorary pin in bronze 8 4 37 
Honorary pin in silver 2 31 - 
Honorary pin in gold 1 22 - 
   

The Pewter Plate with Sperlingshund for the number of VGP's held are presented at the       

Annual Meeting and therefore could not be presented in 2020. So far (as of 31.12.2020), these 

clubs have received the Pewter Plate with Sperlingshund: 

for the 25th VGP 158 clubs  for the 150th VGP 1 club  for the 275th VGP 1 club 

for the 50th VGP 60 clubs  for the 175th VGP 1 club  for the 300th VGP  

for the 75th VGP 19 clubs  for the 200th VGP 1 club  for the 325th VGP  

for the 100th VGP 7 clubs  for the 225th VGP 1 club  for the 350th VGP  

for the 125th VGP 2 clubs  for the 250th VGP 1 club  for the 375th VGP  

 

6. Achievement plaque with badge and achievement plaque on pewter plate 

Overall, since this award was introduced, it has been awarded to 

• 1208 individuals, Achievement Plaque with Pin.  

• 404 associations, the Pewter Plate with Plaque. 

 

In 2020, the following were awarded: 

  

 Achievement plaque in Bronze : 25 x 

 Achievement plaque in Silver :  8 x 

 Achievement plaque in Gold : - 
    

Pewter plate for associations in Bronze : 2 x 

Pewter plate for associations in Silver : -  

Pewter plate for associations in Gold : - 

 

7. „Puma hunting knife on wooden base“ 

The Wanderpreis was not awarded in 2020 on the occasion of a blood tracking test. 
 

8. Inventory register 

The association's inventory is listed in an "inventory book" and is subject to the inspection of the 

auditors. 

 

As in previous years, managing the judges' list accounted for a significant part of the work, espe-

cially monitoring and processing the judges' training seminars attended and processing the reg-

istration of Judge Apprentices.  

The electronic judges' list is used by many clubs. It is updated monthly and offers a wide range 

of information and assistance. The clubs can also check the training status of their Association 

Judges. The electronic list of judges is therefore an indispensable tool when preparing for a test. 
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Please note that clubs that did not report their club data with the Formblatt 71 (yellow question-

naire) to the Business Office in time despite reminders could not be considered for the calcula-

tion of the number of votes. 

I wish you a successful year 2021 and would like to thank you for your close cooperation. 

 

Leinefelde, April 2021 

Jan Schafberg  

 

 


